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The Five Areas of Language Arts you should include in the Elementary School Years 

Reading 

Use a Phonics based program or curriculum that starts with letters and moves to vowel sounds and vowel 
combinations, then moves to consonant blends. These programs will also include when to introduce specific 
sight words. 

Use a multisensory approach to be able to address all learning styles and multiple learners in your family. At 
early ages, it may be difficult to determine your child's learning style. Not only use different ways to look at 
words and hear the sounds for your visual and auditory learners, but address your kinesthetic learners with 
assorted hands-on activities. 

Suggested Homeschool Language Arts Curriculum - Reading 

Foundations - Logic of English (K-1) 

Hooked on Phonics (K-2) 

Bob Books - Early Readers to Supplement your programs 

Explode the Code (K-4) 

Phonics Pathways (K-2) 

McRuffy Language Arts (K-4) 

All About Reading (K-4) 

Reading for Grades 3-4 - After Phonics and Developing Fluency 

After your child is ready to move on from learning to read to reading larger chunks of material and has begun 
to develop fluency, you will want to introduce other reading skills such as comprehension and higher order 
thinking skill questions and other skills. 

These skills include - 

• recalling detail 
• making inferences and predictions 
• using context clues 
• identifying main ideas 

https://www.logicofenglish.com/foundations
https://www.hookedonphonics.com/
https://www.bobbooks.com/
https://www.explodethecode.com/01_overview/
https://www.wiley.com/en-us/Phonics+Pathways%3A+Clear+Steps+to+Easy+Reading+and+Perfect+Spelling%2C+10th+Edition-p-9781118037195
https://mcruffy.com/
https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/all-about-reading/
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• learning the elements of a story - plot, conflict, setting, characters, point of view, theme 
• literary devices and writing techniques such as similes and metaphors 
• Introduce the study of vocabulary and vocabulary skills 

We used a combination of novels and study guides; an anthology for other forms of writing such as essays, 
speeches, poetry, short stories, and plays; and reading novels or "living books" aloud together that were tied 
to our history or social studies. 

Suggested Homeschool Language Arts Curriculum - Reading for Grades 3-4 

Bob Jones University - Book Links 

Total Language Plus  

Progeny Press 

Mosdos Press Literature Anthologies 

 

Handwriting 

Along with learning to identify and make the sounds of letters and able to read simple words, you will want to 
eventually include handwriting those letters and words. Before you begin handwriting, you will want to make 
sure your learner has the fine motor skills to hold the pencil and make the formation of the letters. 

You can develop fine motor skills by using safety scissors and tracing lines and assorted shapes with a pencil. 
You can also practice using the pincers with tweezers or play (larger-size) tweezers to pick up objects including 
pony beads and doing sorting activities. 

Start with cursive or D'Nealian cursive instead of manuscript or printing. This is easier for early writers because 
their hands and arms do not leave the paper and it is a more continuous and smooth motion. They do not 
have to worry about picking up the pencil and where to place it to continue to draw each letter. 

You can make your own handwriting worksheets to go along with your Phonics program and spelling lists. 

https://www.handwritingworksheets.com/ 

  

http://www.bjupress.com/store/SearchView?type=product&q=book%20links&size=20&start=0&sort=score&subject=Booklinks
https://totallanguageplus.com/shop/grades/grades-3-4?p=2
http://stores.progenypress.com/
https://mosdospress.com/reading-curriculum/3rd-grade-opal/
https://www.handwritingworksheets.com/
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Spelling 

Spelling as a subject should be closely related to what your child is learning or has learned with their Phonics 
program. If you tie the learning of word families from the Phonics program to handwriting and spelling with 
the same word lists, you have taken three parts of your Language Arts programs and have effectively and 
efficiently tied them together with meaningful learning. 

Use a program that is based on Phonics and word families in the same word lists. This makes the words and 
lessons more meaningful and easier to master. 

Suggested Homeschool Language Arts Curriculum - Spelling 

Building Spelling Skills by Christian Liberty Press 

All About Spelling 

Vocabulary - Grades 3-4 

Use the vocabulary words from the novels and anthology you are reading. Separate vocabulary workbooks can 
be dry and boring and not very effective. Using vocabulary from the context of novels and reading from an 
anthology give the vocabulary words meaning and a foundation for your learners to understand and 
remember those words. I have found this a more effective and better use of learning time. 

Writing and Composition 

We began writing sentences when my littles were learning to read. I had them draw a picture from something 
we read aloud and they would dictate to me a sentence telling me what that picture was about. I would write 
it down as they said it so they would see the connection between their words and my writing. 

We moved on from there to continuing our read aloud time and we used a Charlotte Mason technique of 
"narration" where my children would retell a chapter of something we just read or a short story like a fable, 
folktale, or fairytale. This required them to organize their thoughts in their heads before they retold the story 
and while they were telling me the story. These are important skills a writer should have before they write 
their thoughts on paper. 

This retelling is easier to use in starting to write something on paper instead of having to come up with their 
own story and content. They can concentrate on writing a summary of what they have heard. I would have my 
little guys draw a scene from what we read and tell me a sentence about that picture. I would then have them 
write a sentence, one word at a time, from what they just told me. Any misspelled words (usually two at a 
time) would then become part of that week's spelling list. Soon my guys would be writing two sentences and 
by the end of the year an entire page of sentences using this retelling technique. 

http://www.shopchristianliberty.com/spelling/
https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/all-about-spelling/
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We used several resources to build on adding details to these sentences and then moved onto the proper 
paragraph format. 

Suggested Homeschool Language Arts Curriculum - Writing and Composition 

Write a Super Sentence by Evan Moor 

Paragraph Writing by Evan Moor 

Writing Fabulous Sentences and Paragraphs 

 

https://www.evan-moor.com/p/592/write-a-super-sentence
https://www.evan-moor.com/p/360/paragraph-writing-grades-2-4
https://www.evan-moor.com/p/549/writing-fabulous-sentences-paragraphs

